
Ashover Tree Group 
 
Summary of meeting: 18 January 2017 
 
The Minutes of last meeting on 17 November 2016 were agreed and the actions carried forward 
were discussed as follows: 
 
1. Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) 
NEDCC. Having highlighted inaccuracies in the NEDCC’s TPO plans our group offered re-survey and 
provide updated documents if this was something NEDCC would support. This offer has been 
accepted by the head of the Planning department who said they would be be happy to receive our 
work and use it to update their records. Our submission would of course need to be validated by 
them. 
Agreed we would carry this work forward to our May meeting by which time trees would mostly be 
in leaf and easy to identify. 
It was suggested we share the review work by allocating the TPO plans in accordance with where 
members of the group live. 
TPO 217: Jetting Street. An application for felling has been put on hold pending an assessment on 
the presence of bats. As part of the review of this application the Tree Warden also asked that the 
land-owner replace some of the trees recently cut down with 3 from a native species. 
 
2. Expert input 
We have previously invited an expert from Peak Park to come along to talk to us but have yet to 
receive a response. We will remind with a view to trying to get him along to our May meeting to tie 
in with our discussion of 1 above.  
3. Riverbank preservation 
Work on our revetment on the Amber is now complete and it has successfully withstood recent 
heavy rainstorms.  
There is scope for another revetment, a little further upstream on a bend near the intermediate 
bridge before Jetting Street. Agreed we would review this at a future meeting. Note 
 
 4. Member reports for the areas they represent around Ashover. 
Highoredish. No particular problems. 
Ashover centre. We were asked by the Ashover Show secretary to assist with the removal of ash, 
sycamore and silver birch saplings opposite the showground. Two members of the group have begun 
the work and are making good progress. Completion should take a couple more weeks. Note 
Ashover Show-ground. There’s plenty of evidence of maintenance/removal of trees but much less 
visibility of a replacement plan. Perhaps our group should come up with a plan or proposal for their 
consideration. Ideally, we also ought to have representation on the Show Committee. Agreed we 
would initially try and make informal contact.    
Kelstedge. Work at Amber House, Vernon Lane continues, apparently with a view to turning it into a 
wedding venue. Some clearance work has been carried out around part of the lake as well as some 
dredging. Note 
Fabrick. Some fears that future management may be affected by scarce professional resource with 
consequent heavy reliance on volunteer work. Situation to be monitored. Note 
Great Eastern Plantation. The working party completed a tidy-up of the plantation. As small trees at 
the site are presently vulnerable to being trampled by grazing cattle, 8 beech tree saplings  are being 
tended at a group member’s home for future transplant back at the plantation. Note 
Milltown. A significant amount of tree removal has taken place in Jetting Street, apparently as part 
of a planning application. It’s unclear whether a felling licence was appropriate and if it was whether 
such authority was obtained. Further inquiries will be made. 



 
5. Tree planting 
Confirmed that we ought to be able to obtain saplings of oak, hazel, wild cherry, holly, horse 
chestnut and beech for future planting around the parish, especially on Common Land.  
Our local expert has offered his assistance for when we are ready to begin planting. Note  
 
6. Working party 
Now that the revetment has been completed the main focus of the working party is on clearance of 
saplings, ivy etc along the wall facing the Ashover Show-ground. Note 
Common Land, Hill Road. There’s a small parcel of woodland sandwiched between the footpath up 
to Hilltop Road and a bungalow on Hill Road which a member of the group has begun tidying up. 
Note 
 
7. AOB 
Talk to a ladies’ group. Confirmed the meeting had taken place and had attracted appreciative 
feedback from the (Ashover Housewives) group. Note. 
Access to the old stone sheep wash. This a local village artefact on the Amber in a lovely spot where 
access was spoiled by the installation of steel railings some years ago. This was raised at a recent PC. 
They confirmed support though it looks as if implementation will be left in the hands of our group. 
As access is from the lane there is a potential safety issue from traffic so our response may be 
limited to cutting back vegetation so at least it can be more easily seen. Note   
Footpath along the River Amber. Not an official footpath and as there was a challenge inside the 20 
year rule it will not be possible to declare it a public right of way. It seems the best idea would be to 
explore making it a concessionary footpath. A member of the group will ask one of his ranger 
contacts at a future footpaths meeting  
Tree Group Budget. Our safety budget of £100 is still available. We’ve been advised that the best 
way to draw on this is to provide a shopping list to the PC (gloves, eye protectors etc) and they will 
buy them for us. As a priority, it was agreed we should first ask for some light-weight ‘men at work 
signs’ to help enhance safety when we’re working along lanes. A roll of red & white tape would also 
be useful.  
Annual Report. Mentioned this was due by the end of March and the secretary confirmed he would 
complete this before his holiday.  
 
 
 
Date of next meeting: 7.30, Thursday, 16 March 2017 at the Sports Pavilion  
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